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Pattern formation of spiral waves in an inhomogeneous medium with small-world connections
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Pattern formation of spiral waves in an inhomogeneous excitable medium with small-world connections is
investigated. In both cases, with completely local regular connections and with completely random connec-
tions, spiral waves cannot survive in the given inhomogeneous medium. It is found that with small-world
connections~basically local connections plus a small number of random connections! a well behaved spiral
wave can be formed against the destructive role of the inhomogeneous medium. There also exists an optimal
fraction of random connections which can greatly enhance the probability of spiral wave formation; this
resembles the behavior of stochastic resonance.
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A coupled system can be regarded as a network consis
of a number of sites connected with certain topology. T
topology of the connections can considerably influence
cooperative behavior of the system. For many decades
distinctive kinds of connections had been considered se
rately for different networks, one completely random co
nections and the other completely local regular connectio
Very recently Watts and Strogatz proposed so-called ‘‘sm
world’’ connections which are neither completely rando
nor completely local, but somewhere in between@1#. In par-
ticular, they studied a basically locally connected netwo
with a small fraction of connections randomly rewired. T
concept of small-world connections has quickly attrac
much attention because of that: on one hand this kind
connection exists commonly in the real life of a human b
ing, such as in social systems@2#, neural networks@3#, and
epidemic problem@4#; on the other hand, the existence of
small fraction of random connections can essentially cha
the features of the given media, and plays very import
role in determining the system behavior.Nevertheless, a very
important aspect, the effect of such small-world connecti
on spatial coherence and on pattern formations has not b
investigated so far, to our knowledge.

The topic of pattern formations is related to the proble
of structures, functions, and various coherent behaviors
spatiotemporal systems, and is continually active in ma
decades in nonlinear science and in diverse fields@5–7#. Spi-
ral waves are one of the most common and important
terns in nature, they appear in a hydrodynamic syst
chemical reactions, and in a large variety of biological a
physical systems@7,8#. In many cases the features of spir
waves can essentially determine the destination of the rel
systems. Previous experimental studies have demonst
the involvement of spiral waves in both atrial and ventricu
fibrillation @9#. Sudden cardiac death resulting from ventric
lar fibrillation is generated from the fragmenting or break
of spiral waves@10#. In order to theoretically model the be
havior of spiral wave formation, scientists have so far alwa
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used homogeneous media with completely local connect
because it is naively expected that adding random conn
tions in locally connected networks may be harmful f
forming coherent patterns and increasing the fraction of r
dom connections may decrease the possibility of form
spiral waves.However, many media supporting spiral wav
are, actually, inhomogeneous and random long-range c
plings exist besides the basic local regular couplings.

In this paper we will study the formation of spiral wave
in an inhomogeneous medium with small-world connectio
We find, to our great surprise, that a small fraction of rand
couplings can effectively enhance the possibility of spi
wave formation, when both completely local couplings a
completely random couplings do not support any spiral wa
in our inhomogeneous medium. This observation is stron
against the intuition since it is usually accepted that rand
connections are not favorable to the formation of any regu
spatial patterns. We further find that there exists an optim
fraction of random connections for the small-world networ
at which pattern formation can be conducted most eff
tively; this feature resembles the well known behavior
stochastic resonance~SR! @11#, though here we do not hav
temporarily random forces, but have spatially random c
nections.

Let us start with an excitable medium@5,12# with the
completely local nearest-neighbor couplings, the coup
FitzHugh-Nagumo~FN! model @16#,

u̇i , j5« i , j
21~ui , j2ui , j

3 /32v i , j !1Di , j ,

v̇ i , j5« i , j~ui , j2gv i , j1b!, ~1!

Di , j5Du~ui 21,j1ui 11,j1ui , j 211ui , j 1124ui , j !,

wherei 51, . . . ,N1 and j 51, . . . ,N2. The variablesui , j and
v i , j in Eqs.~1! are the fast and slow variables, respective
for small relaxation parameter« i , j , which controls the spa-
tiotemporal scale separation. Item« i , j can take constant o
varies withi,j for homogeneous or inhomogeneous mediu
respectively. Parameterb defines the asymmetry between th
excitation and recovery for each element, and parameteg
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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.0 characterizes the dissipation of the slow variablev i , j .
Di , j represents the nearest local couplings on the fast v
able of site (i , j ). Du is the coupling coefficient. It is worth
while remarking that Eqs.~1! could be taken as a simplifie
model for cardiac tissue@12#. In the following discussion we
will use free boundary conditions. In this paper, we will co
sider a single spiral wave formation by adopting a con
nient initial condition@see Ref.@5# and Fig. 1~a!#, and all the
system parameters are fixed asN15N25100, b50.7, g
50.5, andDu52.0 ~see Ref.@12#!. In Fig. 1, we show the
evolution of the spiral wave formation of the homogeneo
excitable medium« i , j50.2 with completely local coupling
starting from the initial condition Fig. 1~a!.

Realistic systems may often have inhomogeneous m
~real heart with ischemia!. Thus, it is important to study the
effect of inhomogeneity of the medium on the spiral wa
formation. Recently, there has been considerable inves
tion of spiral wave annihilation through various inhomog
neities in excitable media@12,13#. In our system we mode
the inhomogeneity of the medium by setting inhomogene
« i , j in Eqs.~1! as

« i , j5H «1 for ~ i , j !PV«

«2 , otherwise,
~2!

V«5$ i , j u i 1, i , i 2 , j 1, j , j 2%,

where V« is called the inhomogeneous domain, andD«
5«12«2 is an inhomogeneous deviation caused by so
practical reason. A significant observation is that certain
homogeneity may definitely destroy the spiral wave str
ture. For instance, in Figs. 2~b!–2~d! we plot the evolution of
the cardiac tissue model Eqs.~1! with the inhomogeneity of
«150.3, «250.2, andV« being given in Fig. 2~a! as i 1
51, i 2560, j 1550, andj 2560. From the same initial con

FIG. 1. The snapshot of the spiral wave formation in the hom
geneous excitable medium with completely local couplings@Eqs.
~1!, « i , j50.2#. The initial condition is given in~a!. ~b! t515, ~c!t
535, and~d! t5300. The spiral wave is well formed fort@1 in
~d!.
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dition Fig. 1~a!, a spiral-wave-like structure can appear in t
transient process@see Fig. 2~b!#. However, no spiral wave
can survive asymptotically@see Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!#.

In both Figs. 1 and 2 we take the completely local neare
neighbor couplings to connect the system sites. Applying
idea of small-world connections, we now include partial ra
dom couplings as

u̇i , j5« i , j
21~ui , j2ui , j

3 /32v i , j !1Di , j1Di , j8 ,

v̇ i , j5« i , j~ui , j2gv i , j1b!,

Di , j5Du~ui 21,j1ui 11,j1ui , j 211ui , j 1124ui , j !, ~3!

Di , j8 5H Du~ui 8, j 82ui , j ! for ~ i , j !;~ i 8, j 8!PVR

0, otherwise,

whereVR is a set ofM pairs of non-neighbor sites random
chosen,Di , j8 represents the effect of random couplings on s
( i , j ), « i , j take the form of Eq.~2! and Fig. 2~a!. The number
of total random connections isM, and q5M /(231002) is
the ratio of random connections to local connections, ca
fraction of random connections. It is naively anticipated th
random connections would make the spiral wave format
even worse, since any randomness may not be favorable
regular pattern like the spiral wave. In Fig. 3 we do exac
the same as Fig. 2 with small-world connections@Eqs.~3!# of
very smallq. Two striking features are observed in Fig.
First, including random connections in Fig. 3 does not sp
spiral wave. In contract, these random connections make
spiral wave surviving, and the destructive role of inhomog
neity is satisfactorily overcome. Second, the effect of sm
world connections is very high, i.e., an extremely small fra
tion of random connections (q50.001!1) can successfully

- FIG. 2. ~a! The inhomogeneous distribution of the control p
rameter« i , j ,« i , j50.3 in the shaded regionV« , and« i , j50.2 oth-
erwise. ~b!–~d! The same as Figs. 1~b!–1~d! with the inhomoge-
neous medium Eqs.~2! and Fig. 2~a! used. The spiral wave canno
survive in the given inhomogeneous medium.~b! t5100, ~c! t
5300, and~d! t5500.
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stabilize the spiral wave which is annihilated by the inhom
geneity for completely local connections.

Nevertheless, the behavior of Fig. 3 does not mean
random connections are always favorable to forming sp
wave. Actually, random connections have the nature to
stroy any regular spatial pattern. In Fig. 4 we do the sam
Fig. 3 with M51200 (q50.06), where the spiral wave i
obviously spoiled by this large fraction of random conne
tions. Actually, we found that, withM51200 random con-
nections, the spiral wave cannot exist even for homogene

FIG. 3. The same as Fig. 2 with a fraction of random long-ran
connections, Eqs.~4!, with M520 (q50.001!1) applied. The bar-
bells in~a! show the particular realization of random couplings. T
small number of random connections can stabilize the spiral w
against the destruction of inhomogeneity of the medium.~b! t
515, ~c! t535, and~d! t52000.

FIG. 4. A spiral wave cannot be formed from the initial cond
tion Fig. 1~a! with large fractions (q*0.06) of random connections
Here the destruction process of an initial spiral wave by rand
connections with largeq (M51200, q50.06) is presented.~a! t
50, an initial spiral wave state,~b! t5100, ~c! t5200, and~d! t
5300.
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medium, this confirms the destructive nature of random c
nections.

In order to have a global view on the influence of sma
world connections on spiral wave formation, we present F
5 where the inhomogeneity is the same as Fig. 2~a!. For each
M ~i.e., eachq) we arbitrarily choose 50 realizations of ran
dom connections, and investigate how many realizations~say
G realizations! produce asymptotically stable spiral wave
and then compute the probabilityp as p5G/50. Figure 5
showsp vs q. An interesting highp peak is observed aroun
0.006&q&0.025.

Now it is important to understand the mechanism und
lying the behavior of Figs. 3 and 5. Naively speaking, the
are two requirements necessary for the formation of sp
waves in excitable media, apart from the requirement
proper initial condition. First, the medium is homogeneo
~or inhomogeneous slightly! and the control parameters o
local dynamics should be given in regimes suitable for sp
wave formation. If the medium contains certain localiz
spatial inhomogeneities linking the boundary, the spiral wa
generated can be led to the boundary along the inhomo
neous zone and annihilated. This is exactly what happen
Fig. 2. Second, local regular couplings should dominate
connecting various space units. Random couplings defini
intend to destroy spatial order including spiral waves. T
point is clearly confirmed in Fig. 4. The key reason for t
effect of small-world connections shown in Figs. 3 and 5
that the random connections play two seemly opposite ro
for the pattern formation in inhomogeneous systems. Ap
from the destructive role annihilating spiral wave shown
Fig. 4, random connections can couple different space
gions from far away, and this function makes the mediu
more ‘‘homogeneous.’’ When the spiral wave tip moves
the inhomogeneous zone, it is interacted by not only the lo
inhomogeneous couplings but also the random homogen
nonlocal couplings, and the latter considerably reduce
destructive role of inhomogeneity in favor of stabilizing th
wanted pattern. For effective spiral wave formation t
small-world connections have to be made such that the f
tion of random connections should be so small that th
cannot considerably spoil the spiral wave pattern establis
by the local connections in the stable space regions on
hand, and this fraction should be sufficiently large for t
random long-range couplings to well prevent the inhomo

e

e

FIG. 5. The probabilityp of successfully forming spiral wave v
the fraction of random connectionsq. There is an optimal region
0.006&q&0.025, wherep takes the largest value~very near to one!.
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neity destroying the spiral on the other hand. Thus the h
peak in Fig. 5 indicates the optimal fraction of random co
nections for the best performance in the competition proc
of these two opposite roles, resembling the well known
behavior.

In this paper we use a special system as our example
take the inhomogeneity for a particular parameter. Howe
the same phenomena can be observed for different sys
and for different inhomogeneous parameters. For insta
we have examined the inhomogeneous media considere
all the cases of Refs.@12–15#, and obtained very simila
results. Moreover, the above observations are not limited
the free boundary condition used in this paper. We have t
fixed boundary condition numerically, and the results of Fi
2–5 are well reproduced. The particular shape of the in
mogeneous region is not important. We have numeric
computed the cases with inhomogeneous regions of stra
bar, the sinuous strip, single bar, and multiple bars, and
results are again qualitatively the same as Figs. 2–5.
method works even when the inhomogeneous bar of Fi
itinerates slowly among the whole space, then no any sp
wave survives wherever the spiral core is located initially.
this case, a small fraction of random couplings can s
maintain the spiral wave against the fluctuating and itine
ing inhomogeneity.

In conclusion we have investigated the formation of sp
waves in an inhomogeneous excitable medium with sm
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world couplings. An interesting result is that including ce
tain random connections between the sites can be favor
to the spiral wave formation. The effect of random conne
tions is surprisingly high that a very small fraction of rando
connections can enormously increase the probability of s
cessfully forming spiral wave. Since spiral wave cannot ex
in our inhomogeneous medium for both completely loc
connections and completely random connections, there
pears a new concept, the optimal fraction of random conn
tions of the small-world system, at which spiral wave form
tion can be most effectively conducted. Finally we wou
like to remark that the cardiac tissue systems~which obvi-
ously have inhomogeneous excitable media and for wh
the pattern formation of spiral waves is an extremely imp
tant issue@17#! may contain both local short-range couplin
~gap junction! and random long-range connections~specific
conduction system!. The pattern formation in small-world
couplings discussed in this paper may find its applicatio
for a better understanding the pattern dynamics of card
systems.
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